Name: ___________________________________________

Period: __________

Date: _____________

GENRE
Use these definitions to help you complete the packet.
GENRE : Film genres are various forms or identifiable types, categories, classifications or groups of
films. (Genre comes from the French word meaning "kind," "category," or “type"). All films have at least
one major genre, although there are a number of films that are considered crossbreeds or hybrids with
three or four overlapping genre (or sub-genre) types that identify them.
Action : This major genre type includes films that have tremendous impact, continuous high energy,
lots of physical stunts and activity, possibly extended chase scenes, races, rescues, battles, martial arts,
mountains and mountaineering, destructive disasters (floods, explosions, natural disasters, fires, etc.),
fights, escapes, non-stop motion, spectacular rhythm and pacing, and adventurous heroes - all
designed for pure audience escapism with the action sequences at the core of the film.
Adventure : This major genre type includes exciting stories, with new experiences or exotic locales.
Adventure films are very similar to the action film genre, in that they are designed to provide an actionfilled, energetic experience for the film viewer.
Comedies : Films are "make 'em laugh" films designed to elicit laughter from the audience. Comedies
are light-hearted dramas, crafted to amuse, entertain, and provoke enjoyment. The comedy genre
humorously exaggerates the situation, the language, action, and characters.
Crime : are developed around the sinister actions of criminals or gangsters, particularly bankrobbers,
underworld figures, or ruthless hoodlums who operate outside the law, stealing and violently
murdering their way through life.
Detective-Mystery Films : are usually considered a sub-type of crime/gangster films (or film noir), or
suspense or thriller films that focus on the unsolved crime (usually the murder or disappearance of one
or more of the characters, or a theft), and on the central character.
Dramas : are serious presentations or stories with settings or life situations that portray realistic
characters in conflict with either themselves, others, or forces of nature. A dramatic film shows us
human beings at their best, their worst, and everything in-between. ]
Family : are non-offensive, wholesome, and entertaining films that are specifically designed for
children 12 and under (or for family viewing). Children's and family-oriented films may actually be
suitable for all age groups, and cover a wide range of genre categories (comedy, adventure, fantasy,
musicals, etc.). They often include a child actor/actress or cartoon that focus on children's-related
themes that teach a lesson or moral, or show that good can triumph over evil.
Horror films : are unsettling films designed to frighten and panic, cause dread and alarm, and to
invoke our hidden worst fears, often in a terrifying, shocking finale, while captivating and entertaining
us at the same time in a cathartic experience.

Musical/dance films : are cinematic forms that emphasize full-scale scores or song and dance routines
in a significant way (usually with a musical or dance performance integrated as part of the film
narrative), or they are films that are centered on combinations of music, dance, song or choreography.
Romance films : are love stories, or affairs of the heart that center on passion, emotion, and the
romantic, affectionate involvement of the main characters, and the journey that their love takes through
courtship or marriage. Romance films make the love story or the search for love the main plot focus.
Sci-fi films : are often quasi-scientific, visionary and imaginative - complete with heroes, aliens, distant
planets, impossible quests, improbable settings, fantastic places, great dark and shadowy villains,
futuristic technology, unknown and unknowable forces, and extraordinary monsters ('things or
creatures from space'), either created by mad scientists or by nuclear havoc.
Westerns : are the major defining genre of the American film industry - a eulogy to the early days of
the expansive American frontier. They are one of the oldest, most enduring genres with very
recognizable plots, elements, and characters (six-guns, horses, dusty towns and trails, cowboys,
Indians, etc.).

Look at the person viewing the film, using the definitions, determine what genre they are watching.
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Complete the definitions with the correct genre.
1.

_______________ The object of these films is to make you scream and be afraid!

2.
3.

_______________ Films with heroes, battles, and incredible stunts!
_______________ This makes you laugh a lot!!!

4.
5.

_______________ Love stories the make your heart melt.
_______________ Investigating a crime/mystery that involves a murder, theft or
disappearance.

6.

_______________ Films with cartoons that are made for children’s entertainment.

EXPLANATION…
WHY?

WORD SEARCH
Find the words in the word search.

ADVENTURE

INCREDIBLES

ROMANTIC

UP

COMEDY

FINDIND DORY

ACTION

MINIONS

THRILLER

FROZEN

FAMILY

KUNG FU

DRAMA

PANDA

SCIENCE

LION AND

FICTION

STITCH

MYSTERY

HULK

BOSS

ELF

BABY

FINDING NEMO

LION KING

MOANA

Research the following films to discover what genre they are. Note: Some movies
may have more than one genre.

BOSS BABY

FINDING DORY

THE HULK

1. _______________

2. __________________

3. __________________

DADDY DAY CARE
4. _______________

SHERLOCK HOLMES

THE LONE RANGER

5. __________________

6. __________________

Visit the class website wbms.weebly.com > Projects > GENRE and watch the video
“For the Birds” Feeling and Emotions and complete the assignment below.
1) How do the birds feel?
A. scared
B. surprised
C. tired
D. bored

7) How does the big bird feel?
A. angry
B. scared
C. happy
D. bored

2) How are the birds?
A. funny
B. happy
C. bored
D. angry

8) How do the birds feel?
A. scared
B. bored
C. hungry
D. angry

3) How do the birds feel?
A. angry
B. scared
C. bored
D. tired

9) How does the small bird look?
A. happy
B. funny
C. scared
D. bored

4) How do the birds feel?
A. happy
B. bored
C. hungry
D. funny

10) How did you do?!
Write down your score ________ / 9.

5) How do the birds feel?
A. bored
B. scared
C. happy
D. sad

_____________________________________

6) How do the birds feel?
A. hungry
B. angry
C. bored
D. sad

12) What is your favorite movie genre? Why?

11) What kind of genre do you think this
short film was? Why?

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

